RG5960: Tennant, Zora Mabel, 1892-1986

Scrapbooks: 1917-1958
Lincoln, Lancaster County, Neb.: Public school attendance coordinator
Size: 2 volumes

What will I find in this collection?

RG5960.AM: The collection consists of two binders relating to Zora Tennant's career as Attendance Coordinator with Lincoln Public Schools (1917-1958). The binders were presented to Miss Tennant at her retirement. They contain letters, cards, newspaper clippings and photographs.

How do I find more detailed information about this collection?

This cover sheet is the only finding aid available for the collection.

What restrictions govern the use of this collection?

None.

Related materials at the Nebraska State Historical Society:

It is the responsibility of the patron to pursue permission and copyright issues prior to publication.
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**Not all collections are available for immediate use. Contact the reference staff for further information.**